Dancing Blooms

Blocks designed by AGF Studio

FWR-34890
Midnight Garden

FWR-34891
Greenhouse Blooms

FWR-34884
Poppy Hill

FWR-34883
Seed Packets

FWR-34888
Cultivating Botem

FWR-34881
Gardening Joy

FWR-34885
Dancing Ditsy

FWR-34882
Flower Ties
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ADDITIONAL BLENDERS FOR THIS PROJECT

- **PE-415**
  - PARISIAN BLUE

- **FE-519**
  - ICY BLUE

- **PE-438**
  - CORAL REEF

- **FE-518**
  - BALLERINA

- **PE-478**
  - JADE CREAM

- **DEN-OYD-6003**
  - ROSE FEATHER

- **FE-528**
  - BUBBLEGUM
FINISHED SIZE | 12" x 12"

FACTOR REQUIREMENTS

Block 1
Fabric A  FWR-34890  Fat 8  
Fabric B  FWR-34891  Fat 8  
Fabric C  PE-415  Fat 8  
Fabric D  PE-519  Fat 8  

Block 2
Fabric A  FWR-34884  Fat 8  
Fabric B  FWR-34883  Fat 8  
Fabric C  PE-438  Fat 8  
Fabric D  FE-518  Fat 8  

Block 3
Fabric A  FWR-34888  Fat 8  
Fabric B  FWR-34881  Fat 8  
Fabric C  PE-478  Fat 8  
Fabric D  FE-519  Fat 8  

Block 4
Fabric A  FWR-34885  Fat 8  
Fabric B  FWR-34882  Fat 8  
Fabric C  DEN-OYD-6003  Fat 8  
Fabric D  FE-518  Fat 8  

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼" seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

- Six (6) template 2 from fabric A
- Six (6) template 2 from fabric B
- Four (4) template 2 from fabric C
- Sixteen (16) template 1 from fabric D

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.

Template 1 & 2:

- Match one template 1 fabric piece with a template 2 fabric piece.
- Fold template 1 fabric piece to find the center of the curved edge. Pinch or pin to mark.
- Fold the two ends of the curve in to the center and mark the points half-way to center.
- Repeat to mark the same points on template 2 fabric piece.
- Turn the template 1 fabric piece shape right sides facing and pin the curved edges at the marked points, plus the two ends of the curve.
- Sew the curved edge using a ¼" seam. Be careful to keep fabric edges aligned and avoid stretching the fabric. Remove pins as you approach them.
- Open and press toward the template 1 shape plus the two ends of the curve.

[Diagram 1]
Following the instructions on how to join template 1 and 2, take six (6) template 2 from fabrics A and B and four (4) template 2 from fabric C and twelve (12) template 1 from fabric D template 1 and join them following the block combinations on the diagram below.

Follow the diagram below for each block assembly. Then, join each row to complete your block.

Repeat the same instructions to complete your other blocks.

Enjoy!
Congratulations & enjoy

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.

Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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Template 1

Template 2

1” Square